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Teaching notes on 8.04 The history of Hannibal 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries and to use this 
knowledge to read and illustrate the history of Hannibal 

Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class. 
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting 
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.  

Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’): 

[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’ 

[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’ 

[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’ 

[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’ 

The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather 
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’). 

Slides 2-6 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences containing prepositions. All the vocabulary is listed by word 
class and picture-cued at the left of the screen, but you may want to check the class 
remember the English meanings of the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by 
the appearance (on mouse-click) of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They 

are then cued on further mouse-click to chant through ‘esse’  🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 

🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed tones. 

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first. 
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the 
sentence. The sentences are: 

Slide 2: maga super insula manet [The witch stays above the island.] 

Slide 3: e taberna curris [You run out of the shop.] 

Slide 4: ad villam curro [I run to the house.] 

Slide 5: in horto rotas facimus [We make wheels in the garden.] 

Slide 6: ventum per campo auditis? [Do y’all hear the wind through the field?] 
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Slide 7 

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary 

sections. Before the pupils write in the words and their English meanings, run through them 
on the board: insula (island), deus (god), dea (goddess), campus (field), totus/tota (whole, all 
or total), stare (to stand), ducere (to take or to lead), dicere (to say or to speak), manere (to 
stay or remain), per (through), trans (across), e/ex (out, out of), super (above, beyond), sub 
(under), ante (before), post (after), ad (to) and circum (around). 

Slide 8 

📝 A walk-through, showing how to complete the Hannibal worksheet: 

1. Read the story, remembering or working out what the Latin words mean (these are 
words that they’ve just put in their dictionaries, so they should hopefully recall 
them). 

2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel. 
3. Fill in the English meaning of the Latin words at the bottom. 

Slide 9 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 If something is ‘substandard’, do you think it is good or bad? Why? [Bad, 
because it’s under (sub) the standard expected] 

Question 2 Why, do you think, did supermarkets get their name? [because they go beyond 
the size or quality of a normal market] 

Question 3 Which unusual animal did Hannibal take to war against the Romans? [Elephants, 
but sources tell us that not many actually survived crossing the Alps] 


